The Sketch Engine as infrastructure for historical corpora
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Abstract

Cornelsen and Le Robert, for language research
at seven national language institutes, and for linguistic and language technology teaching and research at over 100 universities worldwide.
The Sketch Engine is offered as a web service, with 200 corpora for sixty languages already loaded Users may also upload and install
their own corpus, and then use the Sketch Engine
to study it. Many of the corpora in the tool are
provided by their creators, often in exchange for
free access for them and their colleagues. The resource developer benefits in three ways:

A part of the case for corpus building is always that the corpus will have many users
and uses. For that, it must be easy to use.
A tool and web service that makes it easy
is the Sketch Engine. It is commercial, but
this can be advantageous: it means that the
costs and maintenance of the service are
taken care of. All parties stand to gain:
the resource developers both have their resource showcased for no cost, and get to
use the resource within the Sketch Engine
themselves (often also at no cost). Other
users benefit from the functions and features of the Sketch Engine. The tool already plays this role in relation to four historical corpora, three of which are briefly
presented.

• access to their own corpus in the Sketch Engine, which supports them in their own research on it (including maintaining and developing it)

A premise of historical corpus development is
that a corpus, once created, will be widely used.
If it is not easy to use it, this will not happen. In
2012, this means making it available to search
over the web. You might do this by developing your own tool, or installing and using someone else’s, or getting someone else to handle that
whole side of things for you.

1

The Sketch Engine

The Sketch Engine is a well-established corpus
query tool with a nine-year track record. It is
fast, responding immediately for most queries
for billion-word corpora, and offers all standard
functions (concordancing, sorting and sampling,
wordlists, collocates, subcorpora) and some nonstandard ones. It takes its name from word
sketches, one-page summaries of a word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour, as in Fig 1. It
is in daily use for lexicography at Oxford University Press, Cambridge University Press, Collins,

• an easy way to show their corpus to others,
in a way that allows those others to explore
it in detail
• access to other corpora already in the Sketch
Engine.
The tool uses input and query formalisms developed at the University of Stuttgart for their
corpus system in the early 1990s, as widely
adopted across corpus and computational linguistics. There have also been extensions to the formalisms, for example for improved querying of
parsed data (Jakubı́ček et al., 2010).
1.1

Maintenance and motivation

The maintenance of resources has often been a
bone of contention for those left in charge of
them. Resource developers become the victims
of their own success: the more successful the resource, the greater the level of expectation that errors will be corrected and upgrades provided, yet
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Figure 1: Word sketch for machen in the GermanC corpus of early modern German.

research funding bodies are rarely willing to fund
them, since the projects have already had their
funding, and maintenance is not part of the research funders’ mission. So the host organisation
struggles to meet users’ requests for little credit
or recompense. Nor does resource maintenance
offer many opportunities to publish.
Lexical Computing, the Sketch Engine company, depends for its income on the quality of its
resources, and on users finding the system works
well so they renew their licences. It is motivated
to maintain and upgrade the hardware, software
and corpora. There is an income stream to fund
it, from customers.
For resource management and maintenance,
there is much to be said for a market model in
which the people who are maintaining a resource
are motivated to do it well because their income
depends on it.
1.2

Local vs. remote

One of the biggest questions about software, in
the age of the web, is: should it be local or remote? Should we download and install, or interact through browsers and APIs? For a growing number of applications, ’remote’ is gaining
ground. More and more people manage their documents and photos, and read their email, on remote servers. When I want to convert a document

from .ps to .pdf, I do it at http://ps2pdf.com. Corpus research is an area where ’remote’ is a very
appealing answer, as:
• corpora are large objects which are often
awkward to copy
• copying them to other people can be legally
problematic
• there are many occasional and non-technical
potential corpus users who will not use them
if it involves software installation
• the software is more easily maintained and
updated
• the user does not need to invest in hardware,
or expertise for support and maintenance.
For all of these reasons, the preferred model for
most corpus use is the remote one. To support
users who want robot access there is a web API.

2

Historical Corpora in Sketch Engine

There are currently historical (pre-20th-century)
resources publicly available in the Sketch Engine
for three languages: Latin (McGillivray and Kilgarriff, 2011), English and German.1
1

The Sketch Engine is also being used in the ChartEx
project (http://www.chartex.org) which is applying text min-
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2.1

The Corpus of English Dialogues Corpus

The Corpus of English Dialogues 1560-1760
(Culpeper and Kytö, 2010) was created to explore
how English pragmatics developed by gathering
historical speech and speech-like data. It comprises 1.2 million words of trial proceedings, witness depositions, play-texts, dialogue in prose fiction and didactic dialogues, including ones from
language teaching textbooks. Fig 2 shows a concordance for prithee, sorted by date, with the
genre of the text also shown. Here we are showing changes of speaker turn by adding the name
of the speaker between or-bars, in green and italics (other options are easily set up). Note also the
facility for navigating to a particular date.
2.2

ach allhier also Artikel auch begehren
berichten Christus damit dann darauf derselbige dito etlich Feind Fürst gar Gnade
Gott halten jenige Kapitel Komet König
Leib lieb mit mögen oder Ort Pferd Rat
solch sollen sonder sonderlich sonst statt
Tod Türke und vom wann weil wider
wiederum wohl Zeche

Penn Historical Corpora (PHC)

The Penn Historical Corpora are the PennHelsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English (second edition; PPCME2), the Penn-Helsinki Parsed
Corpus of Early Modern English (PPCEME), and
the Penn Parsed Corpus of Modern British English (PPCMBE). They all comprise texts and text
samples of British English prose from the earliest
Middle English documents up to the First World
War.2 Fig 3 shows the ascent of should over the
past 500 years.
A business issue arose when a user asked if
they could access the PHC in the Sketch Engine.
Penn have been selling the PHC, on CD-Rom, and
this has been funding ongoing research and maintenance. So its creator was keen to make the PHC
available in the Sketch Engine - but not at the expense of the income stream. The solution we have
adopted is that only those users who have bought
the CD-Rom will get access to the PHC in the
Sketch Engine, and purchasers of the CD-Rom
will receive a year’s free access to the Sketch Engine so they can look at PHC (and all the other
corpora) there.
2.3

We demonstrate what can be done with GermanC in the Sketch Engine by looking at ’keyword lists’, the words with the biggest contrast
between frequencies in one corpus (or subcorpus)
and another. Here we focus on the more frequent
words (by adjusting the ’simplemaths parameter’
(Kilgarriff, 2009)).
The fifty top mid-to-high frequency lemmas3
of the 17th century subcorpus of GermanC, in
contrast to the 18th century part, include:

GermanC

GermanC (Durrell et al., 2007) is a corpus of
800,000 words of 17th and 18th century German.
ing methods to medieval Latin charters. It will make the corpora it prepares publicly available through the Sketch Engine
as the project proceeds.
2
http://www.ling.upenn.edu/
hist-corpora/

The corresponding 18th century items are:
Absicht Art Begriff besonders denken derjenige dies eben ein Erde finden Freund
für Gegend Gegenstand Geschlecht Graf
hier ich immer jeder klein können Körper
machen Mann mein Mercurius Mutter
Natur nur nötig scheinen schon Seite Sie
suchen Teil Ton um Umstand Vater verschieden wahr weit wenigstens wenn wirklich zeigen

The word with the highest frequency contrast,
with over double the relative frequency in 17c
vs. 18c, was wann. At the top of the 18c list
was wenn.4 Both words are of similar frequency.
This strongly suggests that people were making a
choice between wann and wenn, and in the 17th
century they more often chose wann, and in the
18th, wenn. While the changes affecting these
two words are already familiar (Wright, 1907;
Abraham, 1978), with GermanC in the Sketch
Engine we can directly explore exactly what the
changes are and when and how they took place.
Several other words in the 17c list (allhier, derselbige) are marked in dictionaries as old, or obsolete.
3

Lemmatisation was by a version of TreeTagger trained
on GermanC data (Scheible et al., 2012).
4
Here the lists are alphabetisicised. In the tool, wann and
wenn appear at the tops of the two lists.
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Figure 2: Concordance for prithee in the English Dialogues corpus, sorted by date, showing genre and speakerturns.

Figure 3: Analysis by time period of should in Penn Historical Corpora. Bars show frequency normalised according to the quantity of data available for each time period.
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Other notable contrasts are that 17c has more
formal texts, talking about religion and royalty,
whereas 18c talks more about ordinary life: mothers and fathers and friends. Whether this is an
artefact of the selection of texts to go into the corpus, or a reflection of changes in the language or
of the role of writing in society, would require investigation beyond the scope of this paper.
An advantage of working in the Sketch Engine
is that there are many corpora available for comparison. So we can also make a keyword list for
all of GermanC, in contrast to a different corpus, for example deWaC, a web-crawled corpus
of contemporary German (Baroni et al., 2009).5
The keywords of GermanC are:

GermanC is to DeWaC. For ways to explore this
topic see (Kilgarriff, 2001; Kilgarriff, 2012).

aber alle allein also anderer bald da daß
dein derselbe doch du eben einig er gar
gemacht geschehen gewiß gleich Gott halten Herr Herz ich Ihr König lassen man
mein mögen nichts nun Ort Sache sehen Sie
so solch sollen sonst tun unser wann was
weil welch wo wohl woollen

Two problems often confronting corpus developers are:

3

Further publishing possibilities

A scenario currently under discussion with one
corpus developer involves the Sketch Engine taking on a publisher role, including collecting payments and passing them on to the developer.
While some universities have departments that
could undertake this role, their costs are often
high, and there are benefits to working with a
flexible small company with expertise –technical,
commercial and legal– in corpora.

4

Conclusion

1. how to make it easy for everyone to use the
corpus
2. how to maintain it and continue to make it
available, over a number of years.

While some items (alle, einig, er, Ihr, Sie) appear in the list owing to lemmatisation differences
and others (daß) owing to spelling differences,
others are linguistic, owing either to the differences in texts included, or to some other differences in German society or language over the last
three centuries. GermanC makes far more use
of first and second person pronouns, short time
adverbials (bald, doch), and some conjunctions
(aber, da). These seem to be indicative of GermanC being, overall, a corpus of less formal texts
than DeWaC.
All three lists contain a number of pronouns.
We find pronouns at the top of keyword lists time
and time again. Pronouns are the litmus paper of
text type.
We may suspect that the 18c-17c comparison
is very different to the GermanC-DeWaC comparison since the components of GermanC will
be, overall, much more similar to each other than
5

As different TreeTagger models were used for the two
corpora, there will be slight differences in lemmatisation.
With this in mind we also explored the keyword list of word
forms. But this was dominated by spelling variants, which
had been addressed by giving the normalised form of the
lemma, so the lemma list was more informative.

We have shown one solution to these problems:
subcontract to a commercial company with appropriate tools and expertise. We have shown how
this works in several cases, showing a range of
the functions and display options that the Sketch
Engine offers that are of particular relevance for
historical data, and demonstrating how we can
immediately make interesting findings using the
Sketch Engine.
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